THE BRIMSTONE TEMPEST
The Stormcast assault on the Brimstone Peninsula smashed the domination of Lord Khul and left the
Goretide reeling. After the destruction of the Gate of Wrath and the Red Pyramid of Khul, many of
the Bloodbound hurled themselves at Sigmar’s warriors in glorious yet futile carnage. Khorne saw the
rivers of blood that flowed from these attacks and was pleased but the Stormcast were still claiming
victory after victory.
As well as fighting the Stormcast
Eternals, the Bloodbound fought
each other as Deathbringers
tried to take the place of Lord
Khul and bind the warbands
back into a cohesive whole that
could reclaim the peninsula,
though none possessed the same
brutality. One, Varrus Karne, saw
that the Stormcast Eternals held
a powerful strategic advantage
and gathered his few warbands to
march north into the lava-strewn
foothills of Duardinia, buying
time to regroup and reassess his
strength.
This did not please Khorne, who
saw only that his followers were
retreating from battle.
Deep within the Blood God’s
own realm, Valkia the Bloody,
mistress of Mount Ashenfel,
heard her lord’s summons. For
too long had she been away from
the Mortal Realms and her spear,
Slaupnir, hungered for blood.

Her lord now directed her to
Aqshy, the Realm of Fire, where
she was to seek Varrus Karne,
visit upon him the Blood God’s
own vengeance, and find one
among his warband who could
lead the Bloodbound against the
Stormcast invaders – and win.
Nestled within a valley whose
walls ran with liquid fire that
fed the River Magmus, Varrus’
Bloodbound camped, unaware of
the nightmare that was about to
be visited upon them. Throughout
the warband, reavers battled one
another as the hierarchy of the
shattered horde began to reassert
itself in bloody duels of pure
violence, watched by Varrus as
he sought lieutenants who could
command a new army. Few
noticed the darkening skies and
most ignored the corrosive stench
of brimstone that was carried by a
wind that grew more powerful by
the minute. Only when a shriek
of pure rage echoed across the
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valley did they look up from their
blood-fuelled contests to see a
lone figure hanging in the sky,
borne aloft by leathery wings.
The Gorequeen had arrived, and
blood would flow.
The wind grew to a howling
gale whose heat seared skin and
caused the tents of the camp to
ignite. Valkia the Bloody levelled
Slaupnir at Varrus, singling him
out from the Bloodbound and
the would-be Lord of Battles
flinched as he finally realised the
depth of his error. The daemon
princess tucked in her wings and
dived, spear pointed straight at
Varrus’ heart and as her wrathful
battle cry cut through the roar
of the brimstone storm, reality
cracked open in dark rents across
the valley. Khorne’s daemonkin
flooded out from the rifts to claim
skulls for the Skull Throne.

BATTLEPLAN

JUDGEMENT OF THE BLOOD GOD

The Blood God has sent his own
consort, Valkia the Bloody, to
claim the skull of Varrus Karne
as payment for his cowardice in
fleeing the Stormcast Eternals.
Many of the Bloodbound will
fall to the daemonic legion that
follows the Gorequeen but those
who survive will be the strongest
and most vicious. The weak will
fall to spear and blade, and this
is as it should be, for Khorne
cares not from whence the blood
flows.

While players are free to
choose their own forces, it is
recommended that the Gorequeen
takes Valkia the Bloody and
warscrolls with the keywords
DAEMON and KHORNE.

THE ARMIES

GOREQUEEN’S
OBJECTIVES

One player will be the Gorequeen
and controls Valkia the Bloody
and her daemonic legion. The
other player will be the blood
craven and controls Varrus Karne
and his Bloodbound.
GOREQUEEN’S
COMMAND ABILITY
Skulls for the Skull Throne!:
The general selects an enemy
whose skull must absolutely
be claimed in the name of the
Blood God. If your general
uses this ability, select one
enemy HERO within 18” of
him. Until your next hero
phase, all failed hit rolls aimed
at the HERO may be re-rolled.
If the HERO is killed before
your next hero phase, the unit
that killed him may re-roll all
failed hit rolls for the rest of
the battle.

For the blood craven, it is
suggested that Varrus be
represented with the Exalted
Deathbringer warscroll, with
units chosen from Battletome:
Khorne Bloodbound, avoiding
any ‘named’ characters.

The craven have no place in
Khorne’s kingdom and any
who claim to act in his name
but display cowardice will face
nothing but his wrath. The
BLOOD CRAVEN’S
COMMAND ABILITY
Hit and Run: The blood
must flow, but Khorne’s finest
warriors should never simply
throw their lives away. If your
general uses this ability, he
may roll a dice immediately
after he makes any attacks in
the combat phase. The general
may then be moved up to this
many inches.
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Bloodbound before you are weak
and without true leadership.
Claim the skull of their general
for the Skull Throne and show
them the true meaning of rage.

BLOOD CRAVEN’S
OBJECTIVES

You have gathered your forces
and bought time to regroup
under the onslaught of Sigmar’s
warriors. You would soon have an
army worthy of Khorne to retake
the Brimstone Peninsula, but
what is this? A horde of daemons
has appeared in your midst, at
their head the Gorequeen herself.
Have you somehow angered the
Blood God?

THE BATTLEFIELD

The battle takes place in a valley
of fire with pools and streams of
lava. The floor of the valley can
be strewn with rocky outcrops
and ruins, while any lava can
be treated as Deadly scenery, as
described in the Warhammer: Age
of Sigmar rules sheet.

If Valkia the Bloody is present,
you should use the rules found in
Time of War: Valkia the Bloody.
As this battle takes place on the
Brimstone Peninsula, you should
also use the rules found in Time
of War: Brimstone Peninsula.

You can either generate the
scenery for this battle as
described on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet, or use
the example scenery shown on
the map below.
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SET-UP

Do not use the set-up instructions
on the Warhammer: Age of
Sigmar rules sheet. Instead,
the blood craven sets up their
entire army first, anywhere on
the battlefield. Separate units of
Bloodbound do not really trust
one another when in camp, and
so no unit may be placed within
9” of another. HERO models are
an exception to this and can be
placed close to other units, but no
HERO may be placed within 12”
of another.

The Gorequeen does not deploy
their army at all, but will appear
in the first turn of the battle.

FIRST TURN

The Gorequeen must take the first
turn in the first battle round.

any enemy model. This counts
as their move in the movement
phase of that turn. Any units that
cannot be placed in the first battle
round may be placed in the same
way in subsequent battle rounds.

Each unit within the Gorequeen
army is placed anywhere on the
table more than 9” away from
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VICTORY

Do not use any of the victory
conditions on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet.
The first player to cause all of
his opponents to be slain or flee
will gain a minor victory. If that
player’s general killed the enemy
general, this will be a major
victory.

When Valkia the Bloody enters the Mortal Realms ahead of a raiding host, Khorne’s own wrath
comes with her. The following rules recreate the battlefield conditions that prevail during these
murderous assaults. They can be used at any time when Valkia the Bloody leads a Bloodbound or
Khornate daemon army.

BRIMSTONE GALE

When Valkia the Bloody leads
a raid in the Mortal Realms,
her forces are preceded by a
brimstone gale that cowers
enemies into submission and
blasts the flesh from their bones.

At the end of every battle round,
roll a dice and add the number of
complete battle rounds the game
has lasted to the score. If the
result is 6 or more, the brimstone
gale abates and dies down.

WRATHFUL REVENGE

However many times Valkia the
Bloody falls, Khorne will always
bring her back to his service on
condition she seeks revenge.
If Valkia the Bloody is within 2”
any enemy HERO who killed her
in a previous battle, she can reroll all failed to hit and to wound
rolls in the combat phase.

While the brimstone gale is
blowing, add 2 to the Bravery of
all models in Valkia’s army, and
subtract 2 from the Bravery of all
models not in her army.

LEGIONS OF KHORNE
Once per battle, Valkia the Bloody may implore Khorne for daemonic aid in your hero phase, confident
that he will grant the request of his favourite servant. When you do so, roll a dice and refer to the table
below to see what help (if any) is received. You can set these units up so that all models are within
9” of Valkia the Bloody and more than 9” away from the enemy. This counts as their move in the
movement phase of that turn.
If you do not have the correct models for any result rolled, you may select the next lowest result.
D6 Result
1 Ignored: The Blood
God’s attention is
elsewhere and Valkia the
Bloody is ignored. No
aid is sent.
2

Bloodletter Warband:
Khorne sends 1 unit of
Bloodletters.
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Champion of Khorne:
Khorne sends a Herald
of Khorne, Herald of
Khorne on Juggernaut
or a Blood Throne of
Khorne.
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Khorne’s Regiment:
Khorne sends 1 unit
of Bloodletters,
Bloodcrushers or Flesh
Hounds of Khorne.
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Battalion of Khorne:
Khorne sends D3
units of Bloodletters,
Bloodcrushers, Flesh
Hounds of Khorne
or Skull Cannons of
Khorne.
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Rage Incarnate: Khorne
sends Skulltaker or a
Bloodthirster of any type.

VALKIA THE BLOODY TRIUMPHS
If you win a major victory in a battle involving Valkia the Bloody, you can roll on the following table
instead of the Triumph table on the Warhammer: Age of Sigmar rules sheet in your next battle. No
triumph can be given to a HERO who follows ORDER.
D6 Reward
1 Chaos Spawn: Pick a
HERO in your army. It
is immediately turned
into a CHAOS SPAWN!
If you picked Valkia
the Bloody, re-roll this
result.
2

Fury of the Blood God:
If any units (from either
side) are wiped out, then
all your units may re-roll
their charge rolls in the
next battle round.

3

4

The Blood Must
Flow: If any HERO in
your army wipes out
an enemy unit, it can
add 1 to the Attacks
characteristic of all its
melee weapons for the
next battle.
Flesh Hounds: Roll D3.
You may add a unit of
this many Flesh Hounds
to your army during your
next battle.
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Blood Frenzy: Once
per battle a single
HERO in your army
may double the Attacks
characteristics for all its
melee weapons in one
combat phase.

6

Collar of Khorne: Pick
a HERO in your army.
That model has been
gifted with a Collar of
Khorne and can now
unbind spells as if it
were a WIZARD.

THE RATS OF DUARDINIA
With the Bloodbound decimated but now suitably motivated to shed blood for the Blood God, Valkia
sought new prey upon whom she could unleash her army of mortals. She had no intention of allowing
her time within Aqshy to go to waste, and knew she could create a river of blood that would please
Khorne even as she added more skulls to his throne. The Gorequeen cast her eye to the mountains of
Duardinia and the Skaven strongholds that burrowed deep beneath their peaks. The children of the
Great Horned Rat would find it unfortunate that Valkia the Bloody had arrived so close to their own
domain but, as yet, had no inkling of the terror that would soon be visited upon them.
The first Skaven patrols the
Bloodbound encountered
were quickly annihilated as
Bloodreavers tore them limb
from limb in an effort to appease
their daemonic mistress who
watched them with little more
than contempt. Word began to
travel through the tunnels of the
Skaven strongholds that a terrible
enemy approached, one who
cared nothing for old alliances
or arrangements of convenience.
The Bloodbound marched with
Valkia the Bloody at their head,

intent on claiming a mountain
of skulls, even those of lowly
Skaven.
The closest stronghold was that
belonging to Clan Snikkit, battlehardened Skaven who had clawed
their way to the pinnacle of the
clans in Duardinia, tearing apart
those who could be defeated and
bribing or threatening those who
held more power. Warlord Snikkit
was not a foolish rat and as
tales of the coming blood storm
began to be squeaked around
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his fortress, he dispatched lesser
chieftains to face the Bloodbound
in a desperate attempt to slow
down Valkia the Bloody while he
readied his defences. For those,
he looked to the war machines of
Clan Skryre and the magicks of
his untrustworthy ally, Grey Seer
Gnawdoom.
Unfortunately for Snikkit, the
Grey Seer saw something else in
the approach of the Gorequeen.
He saw opportunity…

BATTLEPLAN

TIDE OF BLOOD

Valkia the Bloody has taken
command of a weak force of the
Bloodbound, wretches barely
worthy of the name. Now, she
must forge them into something
that can offer praise to Khorne
and gather skulls for the Skull
Throne. The crucible of battle
is the only way to do this, and
a nearby Skaven clan will serve
well in sharpening the blades of
their axes. Already the Skaven are
mustering their defences, though
the first army the Bloodbound
have encountered seems weak
and frail.

GOREQUEEN’S
COMMAND ABILITY
Gaze of the Gorequeen: If
your general uses this ability,
all enemy units within 12”
must roll an additional dice for
any battleshock tests they are
required to make until your
next hero phase.

THE ARMIES

One player will be the Gorequeen
and controls Valkia the Bloody
and her growing legion. The other
player will be the fool’s rat and
controls a ragged Skaven force.
While players are free to
choose their own forces, it is
recommended that the Gorequeen
takes Valkia the Bloody and
warscrolls with the keyword
KHORNE, avoiding any Lords of
Khorne or ‘named’ characters.
For the fool’s rat, it is suggested
that warscrolls with the keyword
VERMINUS be used, but with
no HERO more powerful than a
Chieftain (certainly no Warlords
or Grey Seers – they are far too
smart to appear in this battle),
and no WAR MACHINES.

FOOL’S RAT COMMAND
ABILITY
Scarper-scarper!: If your
general uses this ability,
any wounds he suffers may
be instead placed upon any
friendly model within 6”. This
lasts until his next hero phase.
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GOREQUEEN’S
OBJECTIVES

The cowardly rats have sent a
pitiful force to delay you. Smash
through them with speed and let
the blood flow – greater prizes lie
beyond.

FOOL’S RAT
OBJECTIVES

You have been sent out to die by
Warlord Snikkit, and you know
it. Surrounded by the worst rats
of the entire clan, your purpose
is to hold up the enemy long
enough for Snikkit to prepare a
proper defence that will save his
miserable hide. Well, you are not
going to follow that plan! You are
not going to simply crawl into a
corner and die for him! Survive
this battle

THE BATTLEFIELD

The battle takes place in a
wasteland that has been picked
clean by generations of Skaven. It
is mostly flat but several ruins are
scattered about.

If Valkia the Bloody is present,
you should use the rules found in
Time of War: Valkia the Bloody.
As this battle takes place on the
Brimstone Peninsula, you should
also use the rules found in Time
of War: Brimstone Peninsula.

You can either generate the
scenery for this battle as
described on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet, or use
the example scenery shown on
the map below.
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SET-UP

Do not use the set-up instructions
on the Warhammer: Age of Sigmar
rules sheet. Instead, the fool’s
rat sets up their entire army first,
anywhere within their own territory.
The Gorequeen deploys just one
unit and one HERO within their own
territory. The rest of her army moves
onto the battlefield from their border
in their first turn.

FIRST TURN

In the first battle round, the fool’s
rat decides who will have the first
turn (there is no need to roll).

VICTORY

Do not use any of the victory
conditions on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet.
Instead, roll a dice at the end of

each battle round, starting from
the fourth. On the roll of a 4, 5 or
6, the battle ends.
If the fool’s rat has any models
left on the table when the
battle ends, he gains a minor
victory. If one of these models
is his general, he gains a major
victory.
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If the fool’s rat has no models on
the table the Gorequeen gains a
major victory.

FRANTIC DEFENCE
By now, it was clear that the coming of the Gorequeen could mean the end of Clan Snikkit, and the
few warbands of worthless rats dispatched to slow her down had not had any measurable effect.
Warlord Snikkit was now panicking and desperately trying to call in every favour he could muster
from nearby clans. While the warlords of these clans might find nothing funnier than watching Clan
Snikkit be torn apart, they were also growing nervous after seeing how quickly Valkia the Bloody
and her army of Bloodbound and daemons had carved through the forces sent against them. Their
response in lending aid, from war machines to slaves, was actually quite respectable and Warlord
Snikkit abandoned his plans to simply run as far away as he could, leaving his minions behind to face
the Gorequeen, and instead began to reinforce the defences of the Obsidian Bulwark, a Dreadhold
that stood at the entrance to his clan’s warrens. Built long ago by the Bloodbound in praise to Khorne,
it would now serve as a buttress against them.
Of all the allies Warlord Snikkit
had managed to gather around
him, conspicuous by his absence
was Grey Seer Gnawdoom. The
Grey Seer had calmly informed
Snikkit that he would not be
present in the forthcoming battle,
as his attention was required for
something that end the terror of

the Gorequeen forever. When
pressed for details, the Grey
Seer demurred, saying only
that it involved arcane secrets
far beyond the understanding
of a mere warlord. With that,
Gnawdoom left the Obsidian
Bulwark and retreated to the
warrens of Clan Snikkit.
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Meanwhile, the eye of the Blood
God himself was upon Valkia
and her gore-soaked followers.
As the Obsidian Bulwark came
into view, she raised Slaupnir and
pointed at the Skaven cowering in
fear behind its walls.
Much blood would flow this day
and her master would be pleased.

BATTLEPLAN

BULWARK ASSAULT

The full might of Clan Snikkit and
its allies now stands behind the
walls of the Obsidian Bulwark,
ready to weather the onslaught
of Valkia the Bloody and her
followers. Every trick the Skaven
possess will be employed in
this battle but the forces of
Khorne are at their height and
possess a savagery that not even
warpstone-powered engines of
war may defeat. If the Obsidian
Bulwark falls, there will be
nothing between the Gorequeen
and the warrens of Clan Snikkit.

GOREQUEEN’S
COMMAND ABILITY

Breach the Walls: The
Gorequeen is the consort of
Khorne himself, and with
enough blood given as tribute,
even the walls of a fortress are
not immune to the power of
his wrath. If your general uses
this ability, keep track of how
many wounds are caused by
every friendly unit within 6”
of your general (including the
Gorequeen herself) during this
turn. In your battleshock phase,
roll one dice and add the total
number of wounds you have
tracked. If the result is 20 or
more, you may remove any one
section of the Dreadhold that
is within 12” of your general,
replacing it with ruins.

THE ARMIES

One player will be the Gorequeen
and controls Valkia the Bloody
and her growing legion. The other
player will be the clan warlord
and controls a Skaven force
within a Dreadhold.
While players are free to
choose their own forces, it is
recommended that the Gorequeen
takes Valkia the Bloody and
warscrolls with the keyword
KHORNE, avoiding any Lords
of Khorne. However, we
wholeheartedly recommend the
use of a Bloodthirster for this

CLAN WARLORD’S
COMMAND ABILITY

Stay-stay!: It is imperative
that the Obsidian Bulwark does
not fall. If your general uses
this ability, all friendly units
within 18” can choose not to
take any battleshock tests until
your next hero phase, so long
as they are on or within the
Dreadhold. Ruined sections
that have been breached by the
Gorequeen do not count!
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battle as Khorne is undoubtedly
pleased with the efforts of his
consort!
For the clan warlord, it is
suggested that any and all Skaven
warscrolls be used, with the
exception of ‘named’ characters,
Verminlords and Grey Seers.

GOREQUEEN’S
OBJECTIVES

Khorne’s wrath is infinite and you
are the very incarnation of his
anger within the Mortal Realms.
A paltry fortress stands in your
path and while the Skaven inside
will offer a poor crop of skulls
for your lord’s throne, the waves
of blood that could flow from its
walls will be a suitable tribute.
Kill them all.

CLAN WARLORD’S
OBJECTIVES

Your miserable chieftains have
failed to stop or even appreciably
delay the oncoming army of
bloodthirsty maniacs, but at
least you have been doing your
job properly. Thanks to your
masterful foresight, this old castle
has had its walls reinforced and is
now teeming with rats who are all
dedicated to one, single purpose –
ensuring your own survival.

THE BATTLEFIELD

The battle takes place before a
Chaos Dreadhold that has stood
in the wastes of Duardinia for an
age.
You can either generate the
scenery for this battle as
described on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet, or use
the example scenery shown on
the map below.

If Valkia the Bloody is present,
you should use the rules found in
Time of War: Valkia the Bloody.
As this battle takes place on the
Brimstone Peninsula, you should
also use the rules found in Time
of War: Brimstone Peninsula.

SET-UP

Do not use the set-up instructions
on the Warhammer: Age of
Sigmar rules sheet. Instead, the
clan warlord sets up their entire
army first, anywhere within their
own territory. The Gorequeen
then deploys their entire army,
anywhere more than 12” from the
clan warlord’s territory.

FIRST TURN

Both players roll a dice. The
highest will take the first turn in
the first battle round.
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INDUSTRIOUS RATS

Warlord Snikkit has forced
his slaves to do more than
just haul mighty warpstonepowered machines of war into
the Obsidian Bulwark. He has
ensured the plains before it are
riddled with traps and secret
burrows that, he is very sure,
will turn the tide against the
bloodthirsty maniacs charging
towards his walls.
In every hero phase, the clan
warlord may choose one enemy
unit and announce it has hit either

an explosive trap laid by slaves,
or has been ambushed. This may
be done a number of times equal
to the number of turns that was
played in Battleplan: Tide of
Blood. If this Battleplan has not
been played, the clan warlord
may use his industrious rats a
number of times equal to the roll
of one dice.
Explosives: The enemy unit
suffers a number of mortal
wounds equal to the roll of one
dice.
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Ambush: The clan warlord may
immediately place a unit within
12” of the selected enemy unit,
but no closer than 3” to any
enemy units. This counts as its
movement for that turn.

VICTORY

Do not use any of the victory
conditions on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet.
Instead, whoever has the most
models on or in the Dreadhold at
the end of the sixth turn will gain
a major victory.

POWER OF THE
GREAT HORNED RAT
While the battle for the Obsidian Bulwark raged on outside the warrens of Clan Snikkit, Grey Seer
Gnawdoom worked feverishly inside. This was partly because Gnawdoom had not risen through the
ranks of the Grey Seers by needlessly exposing himself to danger, but mostly because he had had an
idea that could elevate him far past the height of any rat in Duardinia.
Gnawdoom had been working for
some years with a splinter group
from Clan Moulder to infuse their
hellish creations with ever greater
levels of warpstone. Neither quite
knew what the results would be,
but greater amounts of warpstone
was rarely a bad thing, at least
for those in charge. To this end,
Gnawdoom had claimed an entire
cavern within Clan Snikkit’s
warrens for these experiments
and constructed three towers of
warpstone-infused rock which,
with the right incantation from
Gnawdoom, impregnated any
living thing placed between them
with dangerous levels of magical
energies.

Initial experiments on rat ogres
did not culminate in anything that
could be reasonably described
as ‘stable’ but this did not overly
concern Gnawdoom or his Clan
Moulder colleagues as, for the
short time the monsters lived,
their destructive power was
greatly increased.
The moment the Grey Seer had
become aware of Valkia the
Bloody and the swathe she was
cutting through Clan Snikkit,
a radical idea popped up into
his mind. While his warpstone
towers were designed to bind
magical energy into Clan
Moulder creations, there was
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no practical reason why they
could not be used to harness
daemonic energies instead, which
the pillars would then store for
Gnawdoom’s own use (a process
he described to sceptical Clan
Moulder packmasters as ‘suck
not blow’). With a sufficiently
powerful daemonic source,
such as the Blood God’s own
consort, this power would be
considerable, perhaps temporarily
making the Grey Seer the most
potent sorcerer in all Aqshy.
Quite what he would do with that
power, Gnawdoom had yet to
decide. He just knew it would be
legendary…

BATTLEPLAN

TO CATCH A QUEEN

The brutal hordes of Valkia have
broken into the warrens of Clan
Snikkit, massacring every rat they
can chase down. The Gorequeen
has become well satisfied with
those under her command and is
preparing to depart the Realm of
Fire to return to her fortress in
Mount Ashenfel. One more battle
will be enough to offer Khorne a
suitable blood tithe and appoint
a new, worthy leader of the
Bloodbound.

GOREQUEEN’S
COMMAND ABILITY

The Blood God is Watching:
If your general uses this ability,
choose D3 KHORNE units
within 18” of her. These units
may re-roll any charge rolls
until your next hero phase.

THE ARMIES

One player will be the Gorequeen
and controls Valkia the Bloody
and her legion of daemons and
mortals. The other player will
be the grey seer and controls a
Skaven force.
While players are free to
choose their own forces, it is
recommended that the Gorequeen
takes Valkia the Bloody and
warscrolls with the keyword
KHORNE.

GREY SEER’S
COMMAND ABILITY

Activate the PillarProjectors!: If your
general uses this ability, any
MOULDER units in-between
the three warpstone towers will
become charged with a terrible
power. The MOULDER
units will double the Attacks
characteristic for all of their
melee weapons for the rest
of the battle, but will suffer
a number of mortal wounds
equal to the roll of one dice
in every one of your hero
phases. If Valkia the Bloody
is in-between the warpstone
towers, you can instead try to
steal her daemonic essence.
Both players roll a dice. If you
roll higher than the Gorequeen,
Valkia the Bloody is
immediately removed from the
table, and her raw daemonic
power is yours!
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For the grey seer, it is suggested
that any and all Skaven warscrolls
be used, including a Grey Seer.

GOREQUEEN’S
OBJECTIVES

Your time in the Mortal Realms
is almost done. All that remains is
to offer up to Khorne a tidal wave
of blood, a mountain of skulls,
and to ensure the Bloodbound
continues your work after you
have departed. Kill every rat
you can find in this cavern, and
if many of the Bloodbound fall
too… well, Khorne cares not
from whence the blood flows.

GREY SEER’S
OBJECTIVES

This is a risky thing you are
attempting, but with your careful
planning there is no good reason
it cannot work. Draw that
daemonic queen into your trap
and take her power for your own.
If that requires baiting her with
your servants, it will not be a
price too high.

THE BATTLEFIELD

The battle takes place within
a cavern, filled with rocky
outcroppings and stalagmites.
The odd fungus patch and
underground stream will not go
amiss.

If Valkia the Bloody is present,
you should use the rules found in
Time of War: Valkia the Bloody.
As this battle takes place on the
Brimstone Peninsula, you should
also use the rules found in Time
of War: Brimstone Peninsula.

You can either generate the
scenery for this battle as
described on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet, or use
the example scenery shown on
the map below.

SET-UP

Do not use the set-up instructions
on the Warhammer: Age of
Sigmar rules sheet. Instead,
the grey seer places three
rocky pillars, representing his
warpstone towers, anywhere in
his own territory so all three are
within 18” of each other.
The players then take it in turns
to set up units, placing them
anywhere that is more than 12”
from enemy territory.
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FIRST TURN

Both players roll a dice. The
highest will take the first turn in
the first battle round.

CAVE-INS

As master tunnellers, the Skaven
of Clan Snikkit have rigged
areas of the cavern to cave-in
at opportune times. The grey
seer may select an enemy unit
in every one of his hero phases.
The enemy unit suffers D3 mortal
wounds as rocks collapse upon it.

SKAVEN
REINFORCEMENTS

The Skaven are desperate to
drive Valkia’s army out of
their warrens, and chieftains
throughout Clan Snikkit are
pushing reinforcements into the
cavern where the final battle is
taking place. So long as he won
Battleplan: Bulwark Assault, the
grey seer can place one new unit
in every one of his turns. The unit
can be placed within 6” of any
table edge, so long as it is more
than 9” away from any enemy
unit. This counts as its movement
for that turn. If he did not win
Battleplan: Bulwark Assault, the
grey seer may only bring on a
new unit by rolling a dice and
scoring 4 or more.
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VICTORY

Do not use any of the victory
conditions on the Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar rules sheet.
Instead, count up how many
wounds each player deals to
enemy units. Any wounds caused
by Valkia the Bloody are doubled.
The player with the most wounds
caused at the end of the sixth turn
will gain a major victory. If one
player manages to wipe out the
opposing army before then, he
will also earn a major victory.
However, if the grey seer
manages to capture Valkia the
Bloody with his warpstone
towers, he will immediately earn
a major victory and the battle
will end.

